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As a toddler raised in a negative kin in the course of the Depression, the writer may possibly
simply dream of go back and forth and an outstanding education. regardless of dismal
prospects, she fulfilled her dreams, touring commonly and acquiring a doctorate from Harvard
University. This memoir starts along with her adolescence in a working-class suburb of
Montreal, the place she grew up within the aftermath of the 1st international War. As a tender
woman, she labored as a secretary for the overseas Air delivery Association, traveling Europe,
South American and northerly Africa. It used to be a glamorous career, virtually incredible for an
individual from a humble background. yet she nonetheless yearned for complicated schooling
and at last made up our minds to go away IATA to pursue collage studies. regardless of
educational and monetary obstacles, she persevered, acquiring levels from Concordia,
Wisconsin, and Harvard and embarking on a occupation as a school professor. In 1968, her
lifestyles took one other dramatic flip while she married John Niemi, a Finnish-American
professor who got here from a extensively diverse history in a small mining group in northern
Michigan. Their lifestyles jointly introduced many extra profitable experiences. via this
compelling story, the writer urges readers to arrive past the ordinary, to devise consciously to
stay richer, extra pleasing lives.
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